ASC to Hold Conference in Washington, DC

The American Society of Criminology (ASC) will hold its annual meeting November 18–21, 2015, in Washington, DC, at the Washington Hilton. The theme for the meeting is “The Politics of Crime and Justice.” Program Co-Chairs are Jean McGloin (University of Maryland) and Chris Sullivan (University of Cincinnati).

ASC is an international organization that brings together a multidisciplinary forum fostering criminology study, research, and education. For more information, contact: American Society of Criminology, 1314 Kinnear Road, Suite 212, Columbus, OH 43212. Phone: 614.292.9207. E-mail: asc@asc41.com. Web site: http://www.asc41.com

Routledge-Sponsored ACJS Paper Awards

Routledge-sponsored awards were conferred at the 2015 Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) annual meeting. The 2015 William L. Simon/Anderson Publishing Outstanding Paper Award was earned by Michael Leiber, Jennifer Peck, and Maude Beaudry-Cyr for “When Does Race and Gender Matter? The Interrelationships Between the Gender of Probation Officers and Juvenile Court Detention and Intake Outcomes.” The 2015 Michael C. Braswell/Anderson Publishing Outstanding Student Paper Award was won by Scott Walfield for “When a Cleared Rape Isn’t Really Cleared: A Multilevel Study of Exceptional Clearance and Arrest.”

The awards have been renamed this year to reflect the Routledge acquisition of the Anderson criminal justice books. Nominations for the 2016 William L. Simon/Routledge Outstanding Paper Award should be sent to Wesley Jennings (jenningswj@usf.edu). Nominations must include a carefully edited, electronic copy of the outstanding paper presented at the 2015 Annual Meeting. Nominations for the Michael C. Braswell/Routledge Outstanding Student Paper Award should be sent to Jennifer Gibbs (jengibbs@psu.edu). Nominations must include a carefully edited, electronic copy of the outstanding student paper presented at the 2015 Annual Meeting. The deadline for nominations is August 15, 2015. More information is available at: http://www.acjs.org


ACJS Holds Successful Meeting in Orlando

The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) held its 2015 annual meeting in Orlando, Florida, March 3–7, at the Caribe Royale Hotel and Convention Center. The meeting’s theme was “Broadening the Horizon of the Criminal Justice Sciences: Looking Outward Rather Than Inward.”

Annual awards were conferred on outstanding criminal justice scholars. Routledge/Anderson author Joycelyn Pollock (Texas State University) was named Academy Fellow for distinguished teaching and scholarly achievement. Ronald Hunter (Georgia Gwinnett College) received the Founder’s Award for outstanding contributions to criminal justice education and ACJS. Steven Chermak (Michigan State University) won the Bruce Smith Sr. Award for outstanding contributions to criminal justice. The Donal MacNamara Award went to Danielle Boisvert, John Paul Wright, Valerie Knopik, and Jamie Vaske for “A Twin Study of Sex Differences in Self-Control.” The Outstanding Book Award went to Barry C. Feld for Kids, Cops, and Confessions: Inside the Interrogation Room. Routledge author Rosemary Barberet (John Jay College of Criminal Justice), Charles Katz (Arizona State University), Karen Miner-Romanoff (Franklin University), Merry Morash (Michigan State University), and Heather L. Pfeifer (University of Baltimore) were named Outstanding Mentors. David Pyrooz (Sam Houston State University) won the 2015 Academy New Scholar Award. A special ACJS President’s Award for Contributions to Criminal Justice was awarded to Piper Kerman, author of Orange Is the New Black.


For more information on ACJS, contact: Cathy L. Barth, Association Manager, National Office, P.O. Box 960, Greenbelt, MD 20768-0960. Phone: 301.446.6300. Fax: 301.446.2819. E-mail: manager@acjs.org. Web site: http://www.acjs.org
Guggenheim Foundation Supports Research on Violence

The Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation welcomes proposals from any of the natural and social sciences and the humanities that promise to increase understanding of the causes, manifestations, and control of violence and aggression. Highest priority is given to research that can increase understanding and amelioration of urgent problems of violence and aggression in the modern world.

Questions that interest the foundation concern violence and aggression in relation to social change, intergroup conflict, war, terrorism, crime, and family relationships, among other subjects. Research with no relevance to understanding human problems will not be supported, nor will proposals to investigate urgent social problems where the foundation cannot be assured that useful, sound research can be done. Priority is given to areas and methodologies not receiving adequate attention and support from other funding sources.

Most awards fall within the range of $15,000 to $40,000 per year for periods of one or two years. The foundation awards research grants to individuals (or a few principal investigators) for individual projects and does not award grants to institutions for institutional programs.

New applications must be submitted by August 1, 2015, for a decision in December. Grants ordinarily commence on January 1, but later starting dates may be requested if the nature of the research makes it appropriate.

Applicants for a research grant may be citizens of any country. There are no formal degree requirements for the grant, but the grant may not be used to support research undertaken as part of the requirements for a graduate degree. Applicants need not be affiliated with an institution of higher learning. Potential applicants can learn more at http://www.hfg.org/rg/guidelines.htm

Call for Abstracts: ASC Corrections and Sentencing Series

The American Society of Criminology’s Division on Corrections & Sentencing is sponsoring a series of volumes, to be published by Routledge, on seminal and topical issues that span the fields of sentencing and corrections. Each volume will include critical essays, reviews, and reports of original research to provide a comprehensive assessment of the current state of knowledge, contribute to public policy discussions, and identify future research directions. Each volume will be thematic and focused on a single topical issue that cross-cuts corrections and sentencing research. The contents will be eclectic in regard to disciplinary foci, theoretical frameworks and perspectives, and research methodologies. Articles are currently being solicited for the first two volumes in the series.

Abstracts are invited for Volume 1 on Risk and Need Assessment: Theory and Practice, to be edited by Faye Taxman. Abstracts have been received from 15 excellent contributors, but more are desired. Although contributions will be considered in all topic areas, there is a special interest in those that focus on several specific topics: gender- and/ or cultural-responsive instruments, criminal history versus criminal offenses, scoring of instruments, implications of using one instrument at all decision points, differences among risk instruments for individuals of various legal statuses, use of risk assessment tools at sentencing, use of risk assessment tools for prosecutorial decisions, or racial disparity. Abstracts and inquiries should be submitted to Faye S. Taxman at ftaxman@gmu.edu by May 30, 2015. Completed papers will be expected by September 2015.

Volume 2 on Punishment Decisions: Sites of Disparity will be edited by Jeffery Ulmer and Mindy Bradley. This volume will define disparity broadly to include the intersection of race/ethnicity, gender, age, citizenship/immigration status, and socioeconomic status. The volume will examine dimensions such as how pretrial or guilty plea processes shape exposure to punishment, how different types of sentencing decisions and/or policy structures (sentencing guidelines, mandatory minimums, risk assessment tools) might shape and condition disparity, or how post-sentencing decisions involving probation and parole contribute to inequalities. Abstracts are being sought for contributions that will pull together what we know and what we don’t and, most of all, will plow new ground for future advances. Both theoretical papers and quantitative and qualitative empirical inquiries that move the field forward are invited. Papers that demonstrate new concepts and propositions, novel sources of quantitative or qualitative data, or cutting-edge analytical techniques are desired. Abstracts and inquiries should be submitted to Jeffery Ulmer at jfu100@psu.edu by September 1, 2015. Selected authors will be invited to submit a full manuscript for external review and possible inclusion in the Handbook.
**Eastern Kentucky University**

Eastern Kentucky University is launching a Bachelor’s Degree Program in Social Justice Studies in Fall 2015, which will be housed in the School of Justice Studies in the University’s College of Justice and Safety. The newly approved bachelor’s degree program in Social Justice Studies (SJS) asks, “Who do you want to be and what role do you want to play in developing a more humane world?” The interdisciplinary program will critically examine the cultural, economic, and political dynamics of societal conflict and struggles for social justice among and between various groups and institutions. When it launches the program in Fall 2015, EKU will become the first college or university in Kentucky to offer a SJS degree. The degree differs substantively from a Criminal Justice and Criminology degree, as it will bring the study of “justice” beyond the study of crime, law, and the criminal justice system to place it within a more expansive economic, political and social context. The program will draw upon a variety of academic disciplines, such as American studies, anthropology, cultural and political geography, sociology, political economy, and cultural studies, and will piece together diverse perspectives and viewpoints with the hope of developing a robust understanding of justice and injustice and strategies by which problems can be overcome. For more information, go to http://justicestudies.eku.edu/bachelor-science-social-justice-studies or contact Preston Elrod, Professor and Division Chair for Undergraduate Studies in the School of Justice Studies, at preston.elrod@eku.edu or 859.622.1160.

**Harvard Law School**

Harvard Law School has launched a new Criminal Justice Program of Study, Research, and Advocacy that seeks to analyze problems within the U.S. criminal justice system and look for solutions. Carol Steiker, Henry J. Friendly Professor of Law, and Alex Whiting, professor of practice, are directing the new program. A recent gift has allowed the school to expand the mission of its existing Criminal Justice Program of Study beyond advising students to include research and policy advising in partnership with criminal justice agencies and NGOs. For more information, visit: http://hls.harvard.edu/dept/academics/programs-of-study/criminal-justice/

**Johnson State College**

Johnson State College (Vermont) will launch a concentration in criminal justice within both the Anthropology & Sociology and the Political Science majors this fall. The move comes in response to sustained interest from prospective students for a program in this field. Assistant Professor Kaja Tretjak is credited with leading the way on the development of this program, with the assistance of Associate Professor David Plazek. The program prepares graduates for a wide range of careers related to crime, justice, and law as well as law school and other higher education. For more information, see the school’s web page at http://www.jsc.edu/academics/behavioral-sciences/majors-and-minors/criminal-justice

**Missouri Baptist University**

Missouri Baptist University has initiated a Master of Science in Corporate Security Leadership. The 36-hour program will equip students with the tools to serve as security leaders of corporations while preparing students to pass qualifying examinations for key certification credentials in the security industry. The course of study is designed to prepare the student to serve as a corporation’s Subject Matter Expert (SME) and leader in: ethical management; physical security; information systems security; financial systems security; security law and compliance; corporate investigations; corporate espionage, counterintelligence and terrorism; executive protection, kidnapping and ransom planning and response; and security problem resolution.

The Master of Science in Corporate Security Leadership is designed for career-oriented students who wish to advance their expertise in security leadership, prepare for corporate promotion, or transition into a security leadership position from related career field such as criminal justice, national defense, and so on. It also extends the opportunity to focus on specific areas of interest, such as building environmentally sound security solutions; transportations systems security; health care systems security; retail systems security; manufacturing systems security; and emergency, disaster, and contingency planning.

The program is offered exclusively online. Nine core leadership courses comprise 27 semester hours of the program, while the remaining nine semester hours are elective leadership courses. Half of the core courses will be offered during the fall semester and the other half in the spring semester. Electives will be offered in the summer and will rotate topics. The capstone course will be offered each semester, but must be taken during the student’s final term.

For more details, contact Craig Bodenschatz, Director of Online Recruitment, at BodenC@mobap.edu or 314.744.7638. For program-specific questions, contact the program coordinator, Loftin C. Woodiel at woodiel@mobap.edu.

**New England Institute of Technology**

A new bachelor of science degree in criminal justice for public safety professionals debuted this Spring at the New England Institute of Technology. The hybrid degree mixes online courses and activities with classroom and lab work to provide convenience and flexibility to public safety, military, law enforcement, corrections, and security professionals. Candidates for the program must have a criminal justice background with either an associate’s degree in criminal justice or college credit–equivalent background, along with experience in these fields. The curriculum strengthens core competencies in criminal justice, building expertise in such areas as homeland security, white-collar crime, social media, digital forensics, ethics and use of force, incident response, and public administration. For information, call the admissions office at 800.736.7744 or 401.467.7744 or e-mail NEITAdmissions@neit.edu. Web site: http://www.neit.edu.

Are you aware of the vast array of criminal justice and criminology journals available from Taylor & Francis? See this link to browse:

http://www.tandfonline.com/action/showPublications?display=&category=43983839&
Clarke and Mayhew Win Stockholm Prize in Criminology

The 2015 Stockholm Prize in Criminology is honoring the work of Ronald V. Clarke and Patricia Mayhew on situational crime prevention, which has helped re-shape crime prevention strategies worldwide to focus on changing the characteristics of the situations in which crimes repeatedly occur. Working together in the early 1970s, Clarke and Mayhew published a series of studies that demonstrated the importance of physical and spatial design in preventing crime. Instead of focusing on the social and psychological factors motivating criminals to offend, they focused on how the physical characteristics of crime targets could lead to more direct means of preventing crime. The widespread application of the situational crime prevention framework has been credited with a large part of the North Atlantic crime drop, including massive reductions in burglary, auto theft, and even violent robberies of mobile telephones.

Routledge author Ronald V. Clarke (Superhighway Robbery, with Graeme R. Newman; Situational Prevention of Organised Crimes, with Karen Bullock and Nick Tilley) is University Professor and former Dean at the School of Criminal Justice at Rutgers University. He is also a visiting professor at University College, London. Before moving from his native UK to the United States in 1984, he was employed for 15 years in the British government’s criminological research department, becoming its director in 1982. Clarke is author or joint author of more than 250 books, monographs, and papers. In 2011, he was the subject of a book, The Reasoning Criminologist: Essays in Honour of Ronald V. Clarke, also published by Routledge, which was written by former colleagues and students to recognize his contributions. Patricia Mayhew is a criminological consultant in the UK and a former civil servant in the UK Home Office. Former Deputy Head of the Crime and Criminal Justice Unit, she has also worked at the National Institute of Justice in Washington and at the Australian Institute of Criminology in Canberra. She currently serves as a non-executive member of the UK Statistics Authority’s Crime Statistics Advisory Committee and as a member of the British Society of Criminology’s Crime and Justice Statistics Network. In 1997, Queen Elizabeth II appointed Mayhew to the rank of Officer of the Order of the British Empire for services to Criminology.

San Miguel and Students Address Human Trafficking

Routledge/Anderson author and Texas A&M International University criminal justice professor Claudia San Miguel and students Andrea Almendarez and Maria del Rosario Benavides presented the results of their research at a meeting for the Center of Excellence in Tucson. They spent 10 weeks in Tucson, Arizona, in 2014, researching domestic trafficking. The work was designed to provide useful information and help law enforcement identify and rescue victims of human trafficking. The research project had several goals that complemented research at the University of Arizona and the National Center for Border Security and Immigration (BORDERS). San Miguel and her students used scholarly literature to construct victims of domestic trafficking and also identified key risk factors or vulnerabilities that make individuals susceptible, particularly for domestic trafficking victims including minors and male victims of human trafficking. The group worked with a number of different agencies and organizations in the Tucson and Phoenix area, including the Tucson Police Department, the Southern Arizona Center Against Sexual Assault, Sold No More (non-profit organization), the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the U.S. Attorney’s Office, Homeland Security Investigations personnel in Phoenix and Sells, and the Tohono O’odham Police Department.

San Miguel, coauthor with Scott Vollum, Rolando del Carmen, Durant Frantzen, and Kelly Cheeseman, of The Death Penalty: Constitutional Issues, Commentaries, and Case Briefs, 3rd edition, is an Associate Professor of Criminal Justice and Chair of the Department of Public Affairs and Social Research at Texas A&M International University in Laredo, Texas. Her research focuses on the trafficking of women and children, dating violence, domestic violence, and various policing issues. She has traveled to England, Poland, Sweden, Austria, and Spain to help form collaborative relationships with anti-trafficking task forces. She has also taught courses on global human trafficking for the Department of State in Roswell, New Mexico, at the International Law Enforcement Academy.
Richard H. (Dick) Ward

Routledge/Anderson author Richard H. (Dick) Ward died unexpectedly on February 17, 2015, at the age of 75. Ward was coauthor (with James W. Osterburg) of the highly acclaimed Criminal Investigation: A Method for Reconstructing the Past, now in its seventh edition, working with Routledge (Anderson Publishing) editor Ellen S. Boyne since the planning and development of the first edition, which was published in 1992.

Ward is an internationally recognized expert on issues related to criminal investigation and global crime. He published numerous books and journal articles, successfully garnered more than $10 million in grants throughout his career, and was actively involved in the criminal justice professional and academic communities throughout the world.

At the time of his death, Ward was Associate Vice President for Research and Special Programs at the University of New Haven. His academic career spanned more than 40 years, with notable achievements especially at the University of Illinois, Chicago; Sam Houston State University; and the University of New Haven. He served in the United States Marine Corps from 1957 until 1961, working primarily in the areas of security and special operations. In 1961, he became a member of the New York Police Department, serving as a patrol officer, youth investigator, and detective. Upon graduation with his bachelor’s degree from John Jay College of Criminal Justice in 1967, he was awarded a scholarship to graduate school and began his studies at the University of California at Berkeley, where he earned his doctorate in Criminology.

Ward served as a consultant and trainer to numerous local, state, federal, and international agencies on the subjects of international organized crime, global terrorism, and criminal investigation and criminal justice issues. He visited more than 50 countries and taught in China, Malaysia, Thailand, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. A former president of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS), Ward received numerous awards in his lifetime, including the Friendship Medal by the government of China and the ACJS Founder’s Award.

Ward established the Institute for the Study of Violent Groups (ISVG) in 2003 to enhance knowledge of violent extremism and transnational crime.

Richard Ward is survived by his wife, Michelle Ward; daughters Sophia and Jeannie; son Jonathan, and sister Joyce Hornbeck, as well as two grandchildren and several nieces and nephews. Scholarships in memory of Richard H. Ward have been established at three institutions:

- Richard and Michelle Ward Endowed Scholarship at the University of New Haven, Office of Advancement, 300 Boston Post Road, West Haven, CT 06516
- Richard H. Ward Fund at the University of Illinois at Chicago, 601 S. Morgan Street, University Hall #402, MC 228, Chicago, IL 60607-7104
- Richard and Michelle Ward Endowed Scholarship at Sam Houston State University, University Advancement, Box 2537, Huntsville, TX 77341-2537
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Routledge Author Quint Thurman Assumes SWU Presidency

Routledge/Anderson author Quint Thurman, author of Controversies in Policing (with Andrew Giacomazzi) and Police Problem Solving (with J.D. Jamieson), is now President of the University of the Southwest (USW) in Hobbs, New Mexico, after nearly three years at Sul Ross State University as Provost and Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs. One of only two private institutions of higher education in New Mexico, USW is a small, inter-denominational, faith-based university committed to servant leadership. He succeeds Gary Dill, who retired.

Thurman, who was professor and chair of Criminal Justice at Texas State University, San Marcos, Texas, from 2001 to 2012, has spent more than 30 years in higher education. He received a B.A. (1981) and M.A. (1983) in Sociology from the University of Oklahoma and a Ph.D. (1987) in Sociology from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
POSITION OPENINGS

Institution: Ball State University
Department: Criminal Justice and Criminology
Position: 2 tenure-track clinical positions; begin August 21, 2015
Submissions: letter of application; vitae; official transcripts; names and contact information for 3 references; student evaluations; peer teaching evaluations, if available; publications, presentations, or other examples of scholarly work
Review Date: Until position filled
Contact: Kiesha Warren-Gordon Chairperson, Search Committee Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology Ball State University Muncie, IN 47306

Institution: Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
Department: School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Position: visiting position in Criminal Justice, assistant professor level; begin August 2015
Submissions: letter of application; current vitae; complete contact information; names, street and e-mail addresses, and telephone numbers of 4 references
Review Date: April 20, 2015, until position filled
Contact: Lilliard Richardson Executive Associate Dean c/o Ranna Johnson School of Public and Environmental Affairs IUPUI 801 W. Michigan Street, BS 3025 Indianapolis, IN 46202 E-mail: rannjohn@iupui.edu http://www.spea.iupui.edu/facultyandstaff/faculty-openings/index.php

Institution: Tiffin University
Department: School of Criminal Justice and Social Sciences
Position: assistant/associate professor; begin Fall 2015 or soon thereafter
Submissions: letter of application; curriculum vitae; copies of unofficial transcripts (official transcripts are required at hiring); full contact information of 3 references
Review Date: April 29, 2015
Contact: E-mail: goodl@tiffin.edu

Institution: Corning Community College
Department: Criminal Justice
Position: tenure-track position, instructor/assistant professor level; begin August 19, 2015
Submissions: cover letter; résumé; academic transcript for highest degree attained; names and phone numbers of 3 professional references
Review Date: Until position filled
Contact: Nogaye Ka-Tandia Human Resources Office Corning Community College One Academic Drive Corning, NY 14830 E-mail: nka1@cornng-cc.edu

Institution: Riverside Community College
Department: Behavioral Sciences (Administration of Justice)
Position: full-time faculty/counselor/librarian; begin August 2015
Submissions: résumé or curriculum vitae; cover letter; 3 letters of recommendation; transcripts; only electronic online applications are accepted
Review Date: May 11, 2015
Contact: http://apptkr.com/602232

Institution: University of New Haven
Department: College of Criminal Justice and Forensic Sciences, Department of Criminal Justice
Position: Doctoral Program Director, associate/full professor or level;
Submissions: cover letter summarizing relevant background; vitae; contact information for 3 references
Review Date: Until position filled
Contact: Please reference Search#15-06F in subject line of the e-mail to help ensure proper delivery.
Search #15-06F University of New Haven 300 Boston Post Road West Haven, CT 06516 E-mail: hrdept@newhaven.edu
CALLS FOR PAPERS

Meeting:
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS)

Contact:
Jennifer L. Hartman, Co-Program Chair
University of North Carolina, Charlotte
or
Shelley Listwan, Co-Program Chair
University of North Carolina, Charlotte
E-mail: acjs2016@gmail.com

Comments:
Presentations are invited for ACJS’s 2016 Annual Meeting, to be held at the Sheraton Denver Downtown Hotel, in Denver, Colorado, on March 29–April 2, 2016. The conference will focus on the theme, “Advancing Justice on All Fronts.” Submissions may include complete panels, paper presentations, roundtables, research and pictorial showcases, open seminars, “author meets critics” sessions, and student-authored paper panels. The final deadline for abstracts and information is September 30, 2015. Completed papers for panel presentations are due to panel chairs March 15, 2016.

Meeting:
American Society of Criminology (ASC)

Contact:
Jean McGloin, University of Maryland
or
Chris Sullivan, University of Cincinnati
E-mail: asc2015dc@gmail.com

Comments:
Presentations are invited for ASC’s 2015 Annual Meeting, to be held at the Washington Hilton, in Washington, DC, on November 18–21, 2015. The conference will focus on the theme, “The Politics of Crime and Justice.” Deadlines have passed for thematic panels, individual paper abstracts, and “author meets critics” panels. The deadline for the submission of poster and roundtable sessions is May 15, 2015.

Meeting:
Midwestern Criminal Justice Association (MCJA)

Contact:
Joseph Ferrandino,
School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Indiana University Northwest
3400 Broadway
Gary, IN 46408
291.980.6902
E-mail: joferran@iun.edu

Comments:
Presentations are invited for the 2015 Annual Meeting of MCJA, to be held at the Inn of Chicago, in Chicago, Illinois, on September 24–25, 2015. The theme will be “The Criminal Justice System: Trends and Patterns.” The deadline for submissions is August 1, 2015.

Meeting:
Southwestern Association of Criminal Justice (SWACJ)

Contact:
Send abstracts electronically to:
http://fs18.formsite.com/ws03txstateedu/Registration/index.html

Comments:
Presentations are invited for the 2015 Annual Meeting of SWACJ, to be held at the Schlitterbahn Waterpark and Resort, in South Padre Island, Texas, on October 8–10, 2015. The theme will be “Looking Toward Reentry: Linking Evidence and Best Practices.” The deadline for submissions is August 30, 2015.

Journal:
Justice Quarterly

Contact:
Cassia Spohn, Editor
Arizona State University
School of Criminology and Criminal Justice
411 N. Central Avenue, Suite 600
Phoenix, AZ 85004
602.496.2334 / 602.496.2366 (Fax)
E-mail: justicequarterlyeditor@asu.edu

Comments:
Published by Taylor and Francis, Justice Quarterly (JQ) is an official publication of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS). JQ is a refereed, multi-disciplinary journal that publishes theoretical, empirical, and interpretive studies of issues related to criminal justice. JQ is indexed in Criminology and Penology Abstracts, Police Science Abstracts, Criminal Justice Periodical Index, and Criminal Justice Abstracts. In the past decade, JQ has become a premier journal and it continues to be a major forum for criminal justice related scholarship. All peer review is double-blind and submission is online via ScholarOne Manuscripts. See instructions at: http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/submission/ScholarOne.asp

Journal:
Journal of Human Trafficking

Contact:
Rochelle L. Dalla, Editor-In-Chief
University of Nebraska, Lincoln
E-mail: rdalla1@unl.edu

Comments:
Published by Taylor and Francis, the Journal of Human Trafficking (JHT) is devoted to the dissemination of international scholarship on all issues related to trafficking in persons—from prevention and intervention, to protection and prosecution. The journal’s focus is inclusive to men, women, children, and transgendered individuals and open to all types of trafficking—bonded labor, forced labor, sexual exploitation, and child trafficking. Although focused on research, the journal serves as a bridge between theory, applied research, and practice to help fill the gap in understanding between scholars and practitioners. This journal uses Editorial Manager to peer review manuscript submissions. Please read the guide for Editorial Manager authors before making a submission. Complete guidelines for preparing and submitting your manuscript to this journal are provided at: http://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?journalCode=uhmt20&page=instructions#V51pqZN8SLo
May 28–30, 2015
Justice Studies Association (JSA)
Bridgewater State University
Bridgewater, Massachusetts
“Justice/Injustice, Complexities of Race”
http://www.justicestudies.org/Justice-Conf.html

June 5–6, 2015
The Justice Conference 2015
Chicago Auditorium Theater
Chicago, Illinois
“Live Justice Together”
http://thejusticeconference.com/

June 8–10, 2015
Stockholm Criminology Symposium
City Conference Center
Stockholm, Sweden
http://www.criminologysymposium.com/

June 10–13, 2015
Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice Sciences (NEACJS)
Roger Williams University (Baypoint Conference Center)
Portsmouth, Rhode Island
“Criminal Justice: Past, Present and Future — Innovation and Relevance for Education and Practice”
http://neacjs.org/

July 14–16, 2015
Second World Congress on Community Corrections
Westin Bonaventure Hotel and Suites
Los Angeles, California
http://www.worldcongressoncommunitycorrections.org/

July 19–23, 2015
National Association of Blacks in Criminal Justice
Arizona Biltmore Hotel
Phoenix, Arizona
http://www.nabj.org/

August 21–23, 2015
Society for the Study of Social Problems (SSSP)
Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel
Chicago, Illinois
“Removing the Mask, Lifting the Veil: Race, Class, and Gender in the 21st Century”
http://www.sssp1.org/index.cfm/m/23/Annual_Meetings/

September 9–12, 2015
Southern Criminal Justice Association (SCJA)
Double Tree Hotel and Suites
Charleston, South Carolina
“Advancing our Methodological Toolkit in Crime and Justice Research”
http://www.scja.net/conference.html

September 24–25, 2015
Midwestern Criminal Justice Association (MCJA)
Inn of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
“The Criminal Justice System: Trends and Patterns”
http://www.mcja.org/annual-meeting.html

Society for Police and Criminal Psychology
Georgian Terrace Hotel
Atlanta, Georgia
http://www.policepsychology.org/Conference

October 8–10, 2015
Southwestern Association of Criminal Justice (SWACJ)
Schitterbahn Waterpark and Resort
South Padre Island, Texas
“Looking Toward Reentry: Linking Evidence and Best Practices”
http://swacj.org/

October 21–23, 2015
Western Association of Criminal Justice (WACJ)
The Coeur d’Alene Resort
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
“Race and Gender: Social Activism and Justice”
http://www.wacj.org/

November 18–21, 2015
American Society of Criminology (ASC)
Washington Hilton
Washington, DC
“The Politics of Crime & Justice”
http://www.asc41.com

CALENDAR